ALL INDIA BRARAT SANCHAR NIGAM LIMITEDEXECUTIVES ASSOCIATION
CALCUTTA TELEPHONES DIsTRICT CIRCLE BRANCH
3A, CHOWRINGHEE PLACE, ROOM NO 74 (2ND FLoOR)
KOLKATA 7O0 013
PHONE 2278 1189

Dt-19.12.2020

No- AJBSNLEA/CTD/CGM/20-21/05

The PGM(Fin) CTD,
Calcutta Telephones
Telephone Bhaban
Kolkata-700001
CTD, BSNL

Sub:Reguest to settle the pay fixation of officiating JTOSwho were regularized during the period 01.01.2007 to
07.05.2010 andopted optionfor revision of pay on the date of promotion in thelight of themethodolory.illustrated

intherecentorderofBSNL COvideno. BSNLcO-PRIL/111241/14/2020-PERS1dated 28.08.2020.
Respected Sir,

The time calls for your kind urgent attention to address the above mentioned issue to save the executives mentioned above
from huge recovery of over drawn amount and also from significant reduction in basic pay caused due to retrospective
re-fixation of their pay. This issue already had been brought to your kind notice in our previous letter, but sorry to inform
you that till date no effective changes have yet been noticed. In course of time Caleutta Telephone District received one
clarification from BSNL CO ND vide Memo no. BSNLCO-A/16(27)/12/2020-ESTAB dated 28/10/2020 (copy enclosed)
wherein all the doubts as queried by CTD have been replied in positive nod, but no changes have yet been effected in
fixing the basic pay of the affected executives.
In support of our demand the association want to cite some orders, facts and logic for your kind consideration
1) Erstwhile TTAs were promoted to regular JTO from officiating JTO post in three batches. First two batches were
regularized in August 2006 and February 2008 under the then existing JTO R/R 2001 and the last batch was

regularized in 2016 under the revised New JTO R/R 2014
A) Officiating JTOs who regularized before 01.01.2007 (batch 2006), their pay was regularized as per usual way by
allowing pey protection in the pre-revised scale of Executive grade.
B) There are two categories of officiating JTOs who regularized on or after 01.01.2007
a) Some JTOs regularized during the period 01.01.2007 to 07.05.2010 under JTO R/R 2001 and opted to
revise the pay on the date of promotion and
b) Some JTOs who were also regularized after 01.01.2007, but did not get opportunity to opt to revise their pAy
on the date of promotion as they were regularized after 07.05.2010 under the revised New JJTO R/R 2014
2)Most of the JTOs of CTD who got regularized in February 2008 (category 1- B(a), opted to revise their pay on the

date of promotion vide para 3.6 of 2

PRC Memo No. 1-16/2010-PAT(BSNL) dated 07/05/2010 & subsequent

clarification Memo No 1-37/2010-PAT(BSNL) dated 18/05/2011. The same is undoubtedly supported by 8sNLCO ND

videtheirclarification Memo No BSNLco A/16(27)12/2020-ESTAB dated 28.10.2020
As per the option para 3.6 of Memo No. 1-16/2010-PAT(8SNL) dated 07.05.2010 and FR 22 (0) a(), on the date of

prornotion, the pay ofthese Executives wil

be fixed

as

stated

below
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Fixation ot pay in the revised
pay scale from the date of promotion

Date Period

as

per the

option exercised

Remarks

01.01.2007 to the date of promotion

Pay is to be continued in existing pre-revised pay scale of officiating
JTOs up to the date of reversion to the substantive grade.

On the date

of promotion

1.

grade with
Pay is to be fixed in pre-revised scale of Executive
not be less than

pay protection (The pay of regular JTO shall
the pay which he drew in last occasion as officiating JTO)
2. And then to be re-fixed in revised pay scale as per the
option exercised.

This methodology of fixation ( i.e. on the date of promotion, at first promotion in pre-revised scale & then revision
40% JAOS of 2010 batch ( who opted
been supported by BSNL CO ND in respect of pay fixation of 10% &
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01.01.2007 to
who promoted as JTOs within
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07.05.2010 & subsequent clarification
of Memo No. 1-16/2010-PAT(BSNL) dated
in
also got the benefit of at first promotion
dated 18/05/2011 (copies enclosed). They
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Memo No. 1-37/2010-PAT(BSNL)
scale& then revision on the date of promotion.
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for an undefined
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fix/revise the pay of these 2008 JTOS
this
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is always to get some benetit not to lose ,but
reason. The purpose of exercising any option
the date of their
from
revision
exercise the option for their pay
would have drawn more pay if they didn't

During

2008 bath

promotion which is totally contrary the very purpose

of exercising an option.

the pay of officiating JTOs (2008 batch) in a wrong way by making
Calcutta Telephone District is going to fix
revised pay vide
Substantive grade followed by giving promotion @3% on the
Revision first on the basis of pay of
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fixation
is
office
offering pay
dated 22.12.2015.Our good
BSNL CO ND Memo No 3-32/2013/Est-IV
of
the
fix
the
to
officiating
issued
pay
was
officiating
dated 22.12.2015. This order
as officiating JTOs vide Memo
to fix
under new JTO R/R 2014 and did not get opportunity to opt
01.01.2007
after
were
JTOs who
regularized
of
07.05.2010
date
the
JTOs
as
beyond
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07.05.2010
and
ofticiating
their pay as per para 3.6 of Memo dated
JTOs of 2008 batch by BSNL CO
If our good office follows the method of pay fixation of officiating

4) Now,

of regular

(category{1-B(b)}.

that TTA's pay will be higher than officiating JTO's pay if both of
ND Memo dated 22.12.2015, it will also be found
01.01.2007 to 07.05.2010 and opted as per para 3.6( An example of one TTA's
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the pay of regular JTO who did not opt
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as
who
JTOs
than
opted per para
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Therefore the competent authority of CTD is requested to look into the matter sympathetically and necessary order may
the pay of ofticiating JTOs of 2008 bath by the usual above mentioned
be issued to the Business Areas to fix
wherein it is stated that first promotion in pre-revised scale&
methodology of fixation of Pay (Memo dated 28.08.2020
CO ND Memo No. 3-32/2013/Estt-1V dated 22,12.2015
BSNL
be
stated
that
then revision). In this connection it is also to
did not speak anything about officiating JTOs who regularized during the period 01.01.2007 to 07.05.2010 and opted for
3.6. The order only stated about the fixation of officiating pay of the then officiating JTOs
pay revision as per para

(Continuedas officiating JTOs beyond the date of 07.05.2010) not for the regular JTOs. If any doubt, a clarification may
be sought from BSNL CO ND citing the queries as under:
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is

first

to be fixed in

the date of promotion, whether the pay of these JTOs who opted para 3.6,
a) On
the pre-revised JTO seale (9850-14600) and then to be re-fixed in the revised JTO scale (1640028.08 2020
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The competent authority of CTD may also request to corporate office to
for
01.01.2007 to 07.05.2010 &opted
in ustrative form in respect of officiating TOs who regularired between
BSNLCO-PRI/11(24)/14/2020-PERS1 Dated: 28.08.2020
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of

all fundamental rules of pay fixation, associated orders
Asample REY fxation memo has been prepared byconsidering
office to get it verified
to the
and the said 3.6 option, is attached herewith and may be sent

corporate

Your early action in this regard is highly appreciated.
Sample pay fixation memo and all relevant orders are attached herewith for your ready nreference.

Yours Sincerely

(CHAND.12.969o

(CHANDRXRANTA DAS)
Orcde Secretary
ABSNLEACTD
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CGM/CTD
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